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n terms of attractiveness, there is stiff competition between all countries that have the ambition to strengthen

their doing business" indicators with the promise of offering fertile fields for expansion and development

intended for multinational companies. Expert analysis and research work abound with doing business-oriented

recommendations and relevant indicators on the business environment, regulatory obstacles, resources of each country,

tax incentives, political stability and macroeconomic balances resulting in country rankings by the degree of

attractiveness.

These indicators and rankings are useful in order to get an idea of the risks and opportunities associated with each

country. While there is large media coverage of doing business topics and rational indicators, there is very little talk of the

managerial keys that enable companies to export and/or establishing themselves in an international and multicultural

environment to succeed. Without appropriate managerial postures and practices, quantitative and qualitative indicators

related to the business environment are useless. When things are going very bad in terms of international business

performance, management postures and practices are usually pointed out. In normal times, however, any shortcomings in

these areas remain unsaid.
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Transforming "doing business" into "succeeding business" is a managerial art that depends on the women and men who

are mobilized to undertake an ambition of expansion in an inter-cultural environment. The prism of the business

attractiveness country classification is a very small piece of the succeeding business puzzle. This piece often hides the

blind spot in the role of what each country manager or regional manager can bring; the ability to federate, to take risks, to

build strong relationships, to mobilize managerial layers from a different culture and to manage the complexity of social

tensions.

Having one of the world's best brands is not worth much if managerial practices are not nourished by strong capabilities,

and if these are well imbued with the cultural considerations associated with each country. Major players might disengage

from promising countries, leaving behind them colossal losses, while at the same time you have others who are making it

a fertile ground with success stories relayed at the global level. After 90 years in Africa, the British group Barclays withdrew

from the entire continent in 2016 by selling its interests in the pan-African Barclays Africa Group and its subsidiaries in

Egypt and Zimbabwe. At the same time, you have the Société Générale Group, which is propelling itself into Africa with a

growth dynamic.

The cases of Barclays and Société Générale are not isolated. Several groups have disengaged from regions and

continents, and others have taken bold steps in parallel to invest in the same regions and continents. The managerial

practices that drive successful internationalization are not limited to the ability to plan and design a strategy associated

with the presence in a given country based on quantitative analyses of "doing business" indicators. It is more a question

of the ability to transform plans into concrete actions and to bring these actions to life on a daily basis in a different

culture each time you set up in a different country.

A paradigm shift is needed from doing business to making managers succeeding in business. There are many good

practices and managerial mistakes in intercultural environments, but the important thing is to already understand the real

problem of the fake. It is important to explore the mistakes made by managers in intercultural environments and avoiding

the ones that were the most destructive to their ambitions to succeed.
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